A collection of ten pieces about the unreal edges of this world in legend and story; tales of love, death and beyond. If just one story prickles the hair on the back of your neck, or prickles your eyelids with the touch of tears, we will have succeeded . . . . (Summary by Peter Yearsley)

Algernon Blackwood, *The Empty House*  read by William Coon  00:40:11
Bram Stoker, *The Judge's House* 读 by William Coon  00:44:04
Saki, *Laura* 读 by Peter Eastman  00:12:22
E. Nesbit, *Man-size in Marble*  读 by Andy Minter  00:31:39
Lewis Carroll, *Phantasmagoria*  读 by dorian.gray  00:28:56
J. Sheridan Le Fanu, *Schalken the Painter*  读 by Glen Elmensdorp  00:50:27
Mary Wilkins Freeman, *The Shadows on the Wall*  读 by Betsie Bush  00:26:12
Anonymous, *Tales of Treasure*  读 by Ben Douglas  00:06:25
Charles Dickens, *The Trial for Murder*  读 by Christiane Levesque  00:29:14
E. Nesbit, *Uncle Abraham's Romance*  读 by Peter Yearsley  00:08:45

Total running time: 4:38:15
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